Thank you for downloading this preview of my upcoming book. When I am in the midst of
writing and my words are rolling, I feel a surge of power in my core. Physically, I feel the
adrenaline rushing through my veins. The words feel as if they are coming from a place deep
inside my conscious that I normally cannot access. But put pen to paper and I'm running on
clouds, singing on mountain summits and sprouting wings. It is the most amazing feeling, on
par with the first time I hold a baby who has joined our family, or when a loved one finally
completes a goal they sacrificed so much to achieved. It is a wonderful feeling.
If you like this book, let me know. In October, I will be publishing a complete book of poetry
and illustrations. I'm very excited and would love to have your help making it happen. Would
you like to help me publish the book? If so, you can make a one time give at
ImpowerYou.org/Books or set up a monthly give at Patreon.com/Loviedo. *Give $60 and

I will send you a signed paperback copy of the book once it is published.

Have you read my collaboration “Cultivating Radical Self-Love”? Last year, I collaborated with
a dozen artists to publish a book of art, writing and healing on the topic of self care. You can
download a free e-book or PDF file of this book on Patreon.com/posts/booklaunch.
Did you know about my free e-course to help those who are suffering from depression? You
can access it anytime on my website at Impoweryou.org/healing-depression.
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Valuable
I'm worth it
You know that I'm worth it
I don't need you telling me who I am
You don't need to tell me what to do
I know my value
It isn't based outside
My priceless self is done with the doubt
Done with the fear
Done with pretending to fit in
Done with self-hate
Done with ignoring my needs
From this moment starting anew
Starting with loving myself
Listening to myself
Building myself up
Breaking barriers
Saying yes to the time I have left
I'm worth it
Deep inside you know it
You are worth it too
It's time for you to stop with the control
Stop with the self-hate
Let go of the know-it-all attitude
with the put downs
Stop blaming me
Stop ignoring your truth
Look for your value inside
It's been there since your first breath and it cannot be taken away
Start loving yourself
Listen to your heartbeat
Cultivate inner peace
Deep inside we all know our value
We all know that we are worth it
It's time to remember

Wolf Magic
Dream you are born from magical roots
Dream of beauty growing out of you
Dream of magical powers
Dream of impossible things
Know that you are magic and beauty
Know it deep in your bones

(Originally published in Credo Espoir)

From the Bottom of the Ocean
Storm clouds form over the beach. Wind whips my hair and pushes me toward the sea.
Lightning strikes me, my heart explodes. I fall. Wave after wave crashes over me. Pushing me
down, pulling me farther. Dragging me deeper and deeper. Terrified, I struggle against the
current. Lost and confused about which was is up. The waves are so strong. My head spins,
my arms ache. I'm exhausted. All I can do is cry. I'm sobbing. My tears increase the level of
water. Now I can't breathe. I feel so tired. I slowly stop fighting. Semi-conscious, I fall
backward into the darkness. The weight is heavy on me. Pushing me down to the bottom. I
lay here waiting for a light to guide me to the surface.
Everything is dark I lay here waiting for oxygen. I'm the only one who knows that I'm down
here. I lay here, not understanding that I can save myself. I lay here for years.
Seaweed covers me, curling around my legs and arms. Algae grows on my face and chest.
My body sinks heavy into the muck. I am cold. The air smells of rotting fish. I feel so alone.
This place has become home. I'm alive, somehow, not really. It's been years here in this
darkness, in this fear. Fear has become my partner. Holding me close, gripping me tightly.
Unwanted, but at least it's something. I lay here for years and years hanging on to a
fragment of hope. I remember once when I was alive. Walking on the beach in the sunshine,
barefoot, playing in the waves, but the waves turned on me and pushed me down here. I
remember the taste of a wild freedom that once fed me, helped me grow, pulled me into
adventure. Before my heart exploded. I remember.
That was not a dream.
This is a nightmare.
I feel a nudge, a movement, a warmth in my heart. It is healing.
Slowly I stir. I can feel the tide is turning. I'm ready to start swimming. I feel like breathing
again. I'm craving air. Clean air. I breathe deeper. This breath feels different. It is hopeful.
This air coming into my lungs feels cleaner than what I've grown accustomed to consuming.
Maybe just maybe,. I can try. I gulp in the air. It's dark. It smells bad. I'm frightened, but I
untangle myself from the seaweed, wipe off the algae, pull myself out of the muck
I start swimming. I push so hard. I keep moving my arms, kicking my legs. It feels like I've
been swimming forever. I'm going the wrong way. I’m not sure how, but I know. I turn
around. I can see something. There is light. The more I move the more it grows. This feels
good. I can see the surface. Seaweed follows me, wraps around my legs, pulling me down. I
reach back and rip it off. With it comes skin, the cuts burn in the salty water. I'm angry. I'm
sick and tired of this dark, dank tomb. No more. Let go. Move forward.
Gasping for air, I break through the surface. Blinded by the sunshine and blue sky, I cannot
tell where I am. As my eyes adjust I see nothing but water. I panic. I should have stayed in

the muck. Fear whispers to me, lies to me, threatens me. No. No more. I look to the sun and
follow its path. I choose to swim west. I swim and when I'm tired I float and I keep this
pattern. I keep moving. I don't stop swimming until I reach land.
Exhausted, breathing hard. My legs buckle when I try to stand. I crawl. The sand is rough
against my knees, scratching my hands. Chapped lips and cut up legs, messy and hurting. I
collapse. The sun is warming me. I didn’t realize how cold I was until I stopped. Icy cold
sweat seeps out of my pores dissolving in the rays of sun. Unbelieving I made it through the
storm. The beach is deserted. I am alone, but I am free.

Silence
Silence was once my enemy, now we are best friends
Silence is not scary and dark,
Not a place to hide from
Stop drowning out peace
With noisy distractions
Be still and listen to the surrounding silence
Silence is humming, softly
Opening to a deeper sense of self
Grounding into personal truth
Allowing the rapid firing thoughts to slow
Breathing fresh air in-to mind
Calming with emptiness
A peaceful rest, void of over thinking
An encompassing stillness relaxes the body
Be quiet, silence is speaking

She's Waiting
She waits for us to stop violating her
With our need for more oil, more power
To charge our phones so we can spend more time online
To be distracted twenty four seven
For plastic water bottles and plastic hearts
New outfits, flatter screens, faster cars
Consuming our own land from underneath us
She waits for us to stop poisoning her water
While we are so busy poisoning our bodies with fat-free snacks and diet drinks
While we knowingly roundup and poison our food and our farmers
While we throw more garbage on the ground and in the ocean
Poisoning our breasts with cancer
She waits for us to stop killing her children
So we can have a ninety-nine cent hamburger
Fur coats and leather boots at a cheap price
So we can save a dollar on their flesh and still get a super sized drink
She waits for us to stop burning her forests
So we can have sugar
More palm oil
More wood
More cattle
More, more, more!
She waits for us to stop choking her
So we can drive to the store for a new air filter
So we can produce more stories of stuff
So we can buy it all at, have it all, be it all
Because we don't realize what we need are more rain forests
More mountain tops
More trees for clean air
More rivers
More space
More peace
More consciousness that she waits for us
to realize that we are not apart from nature, we are part of nature
and we are dying every second of every day

Forest Edge
Walk to the edge of the forest, take off your shoes
Let your feet dance on the earth, toes squiggly in rich, fertile soil
Place your hands on a tree and feel life flowing through you both
Walk through the cool, shaded forest to the meadow
Glistening in rays of sunshine, feel the warmth
Lay in the grass
Admire flowers
Whistle with birds
Make friends with bees
See, feel, taste and smell what the concrete is foolishly trying to keep out
Connect with your oldest mother
Protect her as she has protected you
Remember how you were created by her nurturing grace
Harmony exists in the full cycle of the forest
Dance with the trees and the winged creatures
Let your guard down, set it aside for a moment
Be here in this space and no other place
When you are ready to leave, pause at the edge of the forest

Digging Deeper
Digging for my roots
Through fragrant soil
Rocks scrape my wrists
Moving deeper
Entangled in the maze of roots
Rich with the past
My ancestors are lost in the dirt
Their names forgotten, but they are there in my DNA
Marking me with their gifts, their trauma, their choices
I am not one
I am many

Ruby Red
When I encountered your words, my heart sang
I felt truth flooding my veins
You spoke of courage, faith and leaping across valleys
Your ruby red hair flaming like fire
Like a warrior from ancient times
Instead of battle your rallying cry was unity
Your voice was strong and loving
I was starstruck when you asked the crowd to sing with you
Heart to heart, hands holding us together
After bombs dropped on our Sunday morning
The world was spinning off balance again
Tears and blood ran through our streets and into our oceans
Yet your voice rose above, asking for love
Asking for community to live united
I berated myself for not being as brave
hated myself for being so tame
Saw you as a hero
and still do
But I learned even someone as brave as you has struggles and losses
Demons to vanquish and beautiful scars to heal
You are the wonder that's keeping the stars apart
I saw you fall and return higher than the sun
I loved you even more
Years later that vision of you remains
That day is burned in my brain
Unyielding to removal like the wax on my alter
Reminding me to stand at the summit of mountains and sing

From Moments to Years
I feel numb
Shock stopped me from feeling
Allows me to survive
I only know one moment to the next
Just let me get through this moment without crying!
Slowly moments turn into whole days
The days are painful, but I can breathe again without sobbing
Will it ever get easier?
I live from one day to the next
Then, week to week
How can I make it through this life with such grief?
From month to month
I still I feel the loss.
Now, it is year to year
Oh, how fast the years go by!
Have they been gone this long? I accept this is real, but Oh!
How I wish I could go back in time and see them again
Just one more hug, one more laugh, one more year
Finally the pain is bearable, in fact there is not much pain at all
I feel joy again
I revive a deep knowing inside myself
Death has taught me more compassion than any other
I feel sun on my skin, life flowing through my veins, an excitement for the future
I know grief will visit again
A frightening thought, but I know
I know that I will survive
I will cry
I will crumble
I will heal
I will live from moment to moment
and years to years

Definite Beauty

(Artwork inspired from a painting by Janice Sorensen)

Hungry Heart
Forgive them? As if!
Let them get away with it? No way!
Revenge became my focus
Ideas to make them pay danced in my dreams
Anger lit a fire in my heart
Revenge tasted hot, sticky, uncomfortable
My anger didn’t leave
It created sadness in my ears
The fire was cold and
My heart was hungry
I thought of how they were raised
What they were taught
How they were treated
How they felt
It could have been me
I could have been one of them
I tried forgiveness
Not to let them off the hook
But to taste sweetness again
I learned to harness cooling breath
To put out that angry fire
When others cause damage, compassion dances in my dreams
A lightness to comfort my ears
I chose to feed my heart something whole
I chose to let go

Growing Forward
Growth is a leap into the unknown
Growth happens in skips, twirls and sideways steps
Growth is conscious
And blind
And always happening

Divine Intention
(Please read this poem as an affirmation, as if you are talking about yourself.)
I am a fiery spark lit from the universal flame of divine intention
When darkness obscures my vision, my spark always stays strong
I burn hot like the sun, breathe cool like the moon, expand like stars and nourish like earth
I am a source of unconditional love, of thunderstorms rolling in on a sunny day, reviving life
with water drops, I splash rainbows across the sky
I am the ocean storm, crashing waves into shores, powerfully ebbing day and night
I am all that is.
I am the in between and ever expanding.
This is my intention

